
Date:

Time: N/A

Duration:  Age/

Level: 

Session

Objective:

Agility/speed, dribbling,, passing, 1 v 1

Description:
Groups of 3-6 players stand behind 4 cones
(numbered in the diagram). Distance from players
to:
Cone 1 - 10 to 15 yds;
Cones 1-2-3 (2 yds apart); 
Cones 3-4 10 yds apart. 
Coach calls a number - e.g. 2, player at front sprints
to cone 2 and back. Coach can either have EVERY
player do same run OR call a different number for
each player. Can have multiple numbers - (they
sprint to the cone AND back before going to next
number).

Coaching Points:
Strong pushing mechanics (driving feet into the
ground) to generate power, good alignment when
running and quick deceleration and pivot to return.
Can add in a ball (all ages). Can add strength
element for older players - wheelbarrow; piggy back
- one out, reverse on way back). Can have players
weave through cones 1 to 3, sprint to 4 and weave
back.

Description:
With one ball per player, each player dribbles
through the different coloured gates. The coach can
identify:
the colour(s) that players can dribble through; 
the foot that they can use;
the sequence of colours that the play can dribble
through;

Coaching Points:
Demonstrate/ask how players can control their ball
with their feet (sole, inside and outside, top of foot);
are they able to change direction while maintaining
close control - how can they do this? Are they
balanced and agile in their movements (e.g. move
like a monkey) verus rigid and stiff. Can they keep
their shoulders and knees over or slightly behind
the top of the ball versus leaning back and reaching.
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Date: 21/04/18

Time: N/A

Duration: 1:15 hour

Age/Level: U8 - U14

Session

Objective:

Agility/speed, dribbling,, passing, 1 v 1

Description:
Players work on the use of feints and twist off
(outside and inside) moves to avoid an oncomign
defender. Passive defending in that the defender
arrives at the central cone as the dribbler arrives to
"paint the picture" of avoiding the defender. One
past the defender, the attacker dribbles with speed
to the corner diagonally opposite where they
received the ball.

Coaching Points:
Possible feints:
Shoulder dip and take away with opposite foot;
Chop - chop from inside of dribbling foot and take
away with inside/outside of opposite foot; step over;
scissors; twist off - using the outside or inside of
either foot to "twist away" from the defender.

Description:
An advance of Version 1, the defending player is now
permitted to defend the line between the two cones.
The attacker makes use of twist off, chop or
shoulder feint to get past the defender into the "free
zone" before taking on a second defender in a 1 v 1
to score on goal..

Coaching Points:
Possible feints: Shoulder dip and take away with
opposite foot; Chop - chop from inside of dribbling
foot and take away with inside/outside of opposite
foot; twist off - using the outside or inside of either
foot to "twist away" from the defender. How do you
adjust if the defender prevents you going forward?
Can you vary your speed of execution of your move?
Why might this help you?
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Coach:
Club:
Role:
Qualf:

Date:

Time: N/A

Duration:  Age/

Level: 

Session

Objective:

Agility/speed, dribbling,, passing, 1 v 1

Description:
On coach's call (colour of cone, a number for a cone
etc), one player from each team runs around the
colour of cone called out. Whichever player to
complete the task first, receives the ball from the
coach. 

Coaching Points:
Speed of dribbling and quality of control; when to
use feints vs going directly to open goal. Distance
from the defender when performing the move - How
far should you be from the defender when making
your move? Should you perform your move quickly
or slowly? How do you protect the ball?

Description:
Two groups of players line up beside the coach on
one side of a square grid 15 to 18 yds.
Ball served in by coach with players from each team
sprinting to the ball. Using change of direction, close
control and feints, one player tries to score in any
pop up goal while the other attempts to steal the
ball and score.
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Date:

Time: N/A

Duration:  Age/

Level: 

Session

Objective:

Agility/speed, dribbling,, passing, 1 v 1

Description:
Four variations emphasizing passing and receiving.
Size of triangle and shape can be varied relative to
the age and ability of players.

Description:
4 v 4 mini games to enable players to attack in 1 v 1
up to 4 v 3 + GK.. The attacking team can create
variety of dribbling, passing, shooting opportunities.
Emphasis on close control, desire to attack and
chance of direction while dribbling for plpayer with
the ball (head up); for team mate - movement to
create space; be in a postion to recevie the ball
facing forward. 
The defending team can have one defender per
team to create 4 v 2 attack.

Coaching Points:
How do you keep close control of the ball versus a
defender? What do you do in a 1 v 1 if there is space
behind the defender? No space behnd the defender?
Where can you move to create space for your team
mate? Create a 2 v1 against a defender?
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Date:

Time: N/A

Duration: 1:15 hour

Age/Level: U5 - U7

Session

Objective:

Agility, ball manipulation and running with the

ball

Description:
Place 6-8 players along 2 sides of a 20 by 20 grid
When the coach faces one line of players, they all
move across the grid to the other side performing
specific ball manipulations:
Use of rt foot - tight control; Use of left ft
Alternating feet while moving the ball across grid
Lunge behind the ball and take with opposite foot
Scissors
Double chop
Touch-touch-bell-touch-touch (alternating ft)

Description:
Each player has a ball except for the "zombies". The
zombies move around (slowly) trying to touch the
players while they dribble from one side of the grid
to the other. The players get a point for each time
that they make it from one side of the grid to the
other. If a zombie tags a player, the player takes
their ball to the coach and becomes a "zombie".

Coaching Points:
Emphasis on close control, head up and changing
directions to avoid the zombies.
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Date:

Time: N/A

Duration:  Age/

Level:

Session

Objective:

Agility, ball manipulation and running with the

ball

Description:
Each player has their own "speed boat" and must
drive it safely across the swamp to the other side
without the Swamp Monster (coach) taking their
boat. 
If the player loses their speedboat, the coach
indicates whether they become a crab or an
alligator. The speed boats all begin on one side of
the swamp and have to start their boat by tapping
between their feet. When the SWAM MONSTER ask
"are your ready" they go "AIY-EEE" before they
navigate the swamp to get to the opposite side.

Coaching Points:
For the boat drivers: How do you keep your boat
close? Do you go in the same direction all the time?
Why? What did you do to avoid losing your boat?
For the crabs and alligators: How did you work
together to capture a boat? Do you bunch up or
spread out? Why? 
Should you line up in a straight line? Why?

Description:
With one ball per player, each player dribbles
through the different coloured gates. The coach can
identify:
the colour(s) that players can dribble through; 
the foot that they can use;
the sequence of colours that the play can dribble
through;

Coaching Points:
Demonstrate/ask how players can control their ball
with their feet (sole, inside and outside, top of foot);
are they able to change direction while maintaining
close control - how can they do this? Are they
balanced and agile in their movements (e.g. move
like a monkey) verus rigid and stiff. Can they keep
their shoulders and knees over or slightly behind
the top of the ball versus leaning back and reaching.
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Date:

Time: N/A

Duration:  Age/

Level: 

Session

Objective:

Agility, ball manipulation and running with the

ball

Description:
Coach calls out:
Option 1:
A specific number (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4) assigned to each
player on both teams. Both players enter the field of
play and go 1 v 1 to score in opponent's net/deny a
goal. Coach can impose varying conditions to get
players to perform specific tasks and make
decisions. 

Can emphasize attacking OR defending keys to
success.

Coaching Points:
Attack-
Quality of receipt of ball relative to speed and angle
of appraoch by defender
Ability to use feints and changes of pace/direction.
Desire to get in behind defender and finish calmly.
Defense-
Speed and angle of closing down; balance and body
shape to shepherd attacker; stance and physical
engagement with attacker. Type of tackle.
Speed of counter on loss/gain of possession.

Description:
3 v 3 mini games to enable players to attack in 1 v 1
up to 3 v 2 + GK. Create mini playing fields (15-18 w;
28-35 long). The attacking team can create variety of
dribbling, passing, shooting opportunities. Emphasis
on close control, desire to attack and chance of
direction while dribbling for plpayer with the ball
(head up); for team mate - movement to create
space; be in a postion to recevie the ball facing
forward. The closest defender to their goal becomes
the GK.

Coaching Points:
How do you keep close control of the ball versus a
defender? What do you do in a 1 v 1 if there is space
behind the defender? No space behnd the defender?
Where can you move to create space for your team
mate? Create a 2 v1 against a defender?
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Date:

Time: N/A

Duration:  Age/

Level: 

Session

Objective:

Agility, ball manipulation and running with the

ball

Description:
Each caterpillar runs through their trees and back to
pick up a second caterpillar who holds onto the
shoulders of the player in front as they move
through the trees, come back to the start and then
pick up the third caterpillar then return back to the
start. 

For older players - can have them continue after all
players are in the chain. On next pass through, the
first caterpillar drops off, then the second so that
the last caterpillar ends up coming home as an
individual.

Coaching Points:
Speed of movement, Agility to keep linked when
moving through the trees. Add in a ball - keep close
control while still linked. No more than 3 caterpillars
per group.

Description:
You (as Bob the Builder) have just built a new
subdivision (IMPORTANT NOTE: Ask the children
what type of buildings could be in a subdivision
where people might live). 
Now you and your security guard don't want any
buildings knocked over by the buil dozer drivers
(each player has their own bulldozer). 
When you say "start your bulldozers" , the players
drive their bulldozers into the subdivision to knock
over the buildings they have described to you. YOU
try to steal their bulldozer and send them to the
garage (a separate area marked out).

Coaching Points:
Have the bulldozers start at one end of the
subdivision. If you touch their bulldozer, the player
needs to take it to the garage (yellow zone) to get it
fixed - toe taps, taps between the feet; forward rolls
etc) before they can re join. What parts of the foot
can you use to keep the ball close? Can you use
both feet? What part of the foot did you use to kick
the ball into the building? Are there other parts you
could use?
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Date:

Time: N/A

Duration:  Age/

Level: 

Session

Objective:

Agility, ball manipulation and running with the

ball

Description:
Each player has their own "puppy" (ball). Each dog
owner tries to keep their puppy close while moving
inside the dog park. 
The blue cones- "water bowls"; yellow cones - "dog
bones"; red cones-"fire hydrants or red bushes". 
Have dog owner take their puppy to the water bowl
(roll back and forth with bottom of foot to drink); At
bones- toe taps to munch on the bones; at fire
hydrant - move around the cone with inside or
outside of foot - "sniffing"
Can have puppy go to its kennel (pop up net) after
getting a drink, eating a bone, sniffing a bush.

Coaching Points:
Keep your ball close using side of baby toe and side
of big toe - how can you move your ball around
using your feet but keeping it close.How do you stop
your dog leaving the dog park (show using sole of
foot). Teach a trick - roll over (side roll with sole of
foot); sit (place sole of foot on top of ball); Specify
how many bones, drinks and fire hydrants the dog
must be taken to.

Description:
Each player is a firefighter with their own fire truck
(ball). 
When the coach yells a # and FIRE (e.g. 5 house fires),
the firefighters have to drive their trucks around to
put out the fire. 
To put out the fire, they MUST have their fire truck
stopped directly beside the house and then "pump
water" on the fire by doing a specified number of
ball touches with the soles of both feet (e.g. 6 to 10).
After they have put out the fires, the firefighters go
back to their fire hall to polish their fire truck (taps
between the feet) and have a meal.

Coaching Points:
How do the firefighters keep their truck close? What
parts of the foot can they use? Should they have
their heads up or down when driving through the
subdivision? Why? To avoid players simply going
around the grid from one house to the other,
encourage them to go from a house on one side to a
house on a different side each time.
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Date:

Time: N/A

Duration:  Age/

Level: 

Session

Objective:

Agility, ball manipulation and running with the

ball

Description:
One coach calls a player number, the second coach
calls a cone colour . The selected player runs around
the appropriate cone colour BEFORE receiving a ball
from the coach. Both players then dribble to the
other team's goal to try to score first. 
The width of the soccer field can be increased to
allow more time and space for control; narrowed if
the players are showing good control to be able to
reduce injury risk. Coach calls a number or the name
of the player and s/he comes to get the ball.

Coaching Points:
The players are receiving the ball so that it does not
run away from them (e.g. cushion the ball with the
top of the foot; sole of the foot; side of the foot);
that they use the outside/inside/top of foot to
dribble the ball across the field; use the inside; top
of foot to shoot on goal (NOTE: Can use the front of
toe if close in to goal). 

Description:
2 v 2 mini games to enable players to:
Create/use attacking 1 v 1 with opportunities;
Create 2 v 1 overload opportunities. 
Emphasis on close control, desire to attack and
chance of direction while dribbling for player with
the ball (head up); for team mate - movement to
create space; be in a postion to recevie the ball
facing forward; 
Defenders 
1st- approach, balance, ball side/goal side, engage
the attacker, patience. tackling - timing, which foot.
2nd-support angle, distance - side to side & front to
back; see ball and opponents; intercept.

Coaching Points:
How do you keep close control of the ball versus a
defender? What do you do in a 1 v 1 if there is space
behind the defender? No space behnd the defender?
Where can you move to create space for your team
mate? Create a 2 v1 against a defender?
Defenders - who closes on attacker? How do you
deny time & space? Where do you direct attackers?
When can you win the ball?
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